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It is well known that a function f : D Frechet differentiable on an open´
convex subset D of a real normed linear space is convex, i.e.,
f  x 1  y   f x  1  f y x , yD ,  0, 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
holds if and only if
f  x y x  f y  f x x , y I 2Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Žis valid see, e.g., Roberts and Varberg ‘‘Convex Functions,’’ Academic Press, New
.York and London, 1973 .
Ž . Ž Ž . .It is shown that 1 with a fixed y	 w or with fixed  x 1  y	 w is
Ž . Ž .equivalent to the inequality 2 with fixed y	 w or with fixed x	 w, respectively .
Then these results are applied to study some conditional inequalities for devia-
tion means.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .As is well known, a subset D of a real normed linear space X is called
convex if, together with any two points x, yD, also the line segment
   x , y   x 1  y :  0, 1 4Ž .
connecting x and y is in D.
1 This research has been supported by Kuwait University Grant SM 162.
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NOTE 1007
A real valued function f : D defined on a nonempty convex set D
Ž .is called convex on D if the inequality
f  x 1  y   f x  1  f y x , yD ,  0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
3Ž .
holds. f is called concave if f is convex.
Ž .Here we study the conditional version of inequality 3 in the cases when
Ž .i y	 w is a fixed element of D,
Ž . Ž .ii  x 1  y	 w is a fixed element of D.
Ž . Ž . ŽFunctions satisfying 3 subject to ii were called conex at the point w see
 .4, p. 268 .
Ž .If in ii D is an open interval, then we get that
y w w x
	 , 1 	 ,
y x y x
hence our inequality can be written as
y w w x
f w  f x  f y x w y , x , yD . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y x y x
 This has recently been studied by Pales 3 in the case when D is a´
Ž .symmetric neighborhood of w. He gave several equivalent forms of 4 .
Ž .It turns out that functions satisfying the conditional inequalities i and
Ž . Žii can be characterized using the Frechet derivative analogously to the´
Ž ..characterization of the convex functions by inequality 2 .
Finally, we apply conditional convexity results to characterize some
conditional inequalities for deviation means.
2. CONDITIONALLY CONVEX FUNCTIONS
A subset D of a normed linear space will be called starlike with respect to
 a point wD if, for every xD, the line segment w, x is contained
in D.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a real normed linear space, let D
 X be an open
starlike subset of X with respect to a fixed point wD, and suppose that the
function f : D is Frechet differentiable on D.´
NOTE1008
The inequality
f  x 1  w   f x  1  f w xD ,  0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
5Ž .
holds if and only if
f  x w x  f w  f x xD 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .is alid, where f  x is the Frechet differential of f at the point x.´
Ž . Ž .If in 5 the inequality sign is reersed, then it is also reersed in 6 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Necessity. Assume that 5 holds. It is enough to show that 6
Ž . Ž .holds for x w. Deducting f x from both sides of 5 and using the
Frechet differentiability of f at x, we get´
f  x x  r x , x  1  f w  f x , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 
Ž .Ž . Ž .  where x 	 1  w x and r x, x  x  0, as x  0 or as    
1 .
Ž . Ž .Dividing 7 by 1  and taking the limit  1 , we obtain 6 since
r x , x r x , xŽ . Ž . 
 lim 	 lim w x 	 0.
 1  x1 x 0 
Sufficiency. For any fixed x, define
1
F   f  x 1  w  f w  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .

Ž F: 0, 1  is an increasing function, since
dF  f   x 1 w xw  f  x 1 w  f wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
	 2d 
 0, 1ŽŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and the numerator is nonnegative by 6 . Thus F   F 1 , which implies
Ž .5 .
THEOREM 2. Let X be a real normed linear space, let D
 X be an open
starlike subset of X with respect to a fixed point wD, and suppose that the
function f : D is Frechet differentiable at w.´
The inequality
f w   f x  1  f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
yD ,  0, 1 ,  x 1  y	 w 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
NOTE 1009
is satisfied if and only if
f  w y w  f y  f w yD 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
holds.
Ž . Ž .If in 8 the inequality sign is reersed, then it is also reersed in 9 .
Ž .Proof. Necessity. Assume that 8 holds. For any yD, let y 	
1 Ž Ž . . Ž .w 1  y . Then  y  1  y	 w, and since wD and D is
Ž .open, we have y D if 1   0. Rearranging 8 with x	 y and 
dividing it by 1 , we obtain
1
 f w  f y  f y  f y . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 
By the Frechet differentiability of f at w, we have´
f y  f w 	 f  w y  w  r w , y  w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  
Ž .   Ž .where r w, y  w  y  w  0 as y  1 . From 10 , we get  
1 1
f  w y  w  r w , y  w  f y  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  ž /1  1 
Ž .Passing to the limit  1 , we obtain the required inequality 9 since
1 1
lim y 	 w , lim y  w 	 lim w y 	 w yŽ . Ž . 1  10 10 10
and
1 1  r w , y  wŽ .
 lim r w , y  w 	 lim w y 	 0.Ž .  1   y  w10 10 
Ž .Sufficiency. Let x, y be in D satisfying  x 1  y	 w. From
Ž .9 , we obtain that
 f  w x w   f x  f w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1  f  w y w  1  f y  f w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Adding these inequalities, we get 8 .
Remark 1. Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid if w is chosen from a fixed
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .subset W
D. In this case, in 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , wW have to be required.
Remark 2. Assuming in Theorem 2 that f is twice Frechet differen-´
Ž .tiable at w, 8 implies that the second Frechet differential is nonnegative,´
f  w h , h  0 h X .Ž . Ž . Ž .
NOTE1010
Ž .This is, however, only a necessary condition for 8 ; in general, it is not
sufficient.
Even the strong positivity of the second differential, i.e.,
  2f  w h , h  C h h X , C being a positive constantŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .or the positive definiteness f  w h, h  0 h X, h 0 in case of a
. Ž .finite dimensional space X ensures the validity of 9 only in a neighbor-
hood of w.
Ž .Namely, from 9 , we get
f  w y w  f  w y wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 f  w y w , y w  r w , y w , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .22
Ž .Ž .where h f  w h, h is a bounded quadratic functional and
r w , y wŽ .2
lim 	 0.2 yw y w
Ž .Ž . Ž .If f  w h, h were negative for an h	 h  0, then choosing y in 110
Ž .   Žand  such that h 	 y w  y w this is possible since tD0
. Ž .   2and D is open , and dividing 11 by y w , we get
r w , y wŽ .2
0 f  w h , h  .Ž . Ž .0 0 2 y w
Ž .Ž .Taking the limit y  w here, we get 0  f  w h , h 	0 0
2 Ž .Ž . f  w h , h , which is a contradiction proving the nonnegativity of the0 0
second differential.
If the second differential is strongly positive, then there is an  0 such
that
r w , y w CŽ .2
  if y w   ,2 2 y w
and yD, which implies that
f y  f wŽ . Ž .
1	 f  w y w  f  w y w , y w  r w , y wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .22
 f  w y w ,Ž . Ž .
 provided that y w   . Following the proof of sufficiency of Theorem
Ž .2, we easily get that inequality 9 holds for x, y in the  neighborhood of
Ž .w satisfying  x 1  y	 w.
NOTE 1011
Ž .Convex functions on an interval can also be characterized by help of 2 .
THEOREM 3. Let I be a proper open interal and let f : I. f is conex
Ž .or concae on I if and only if
Ž .j f is continuous on I,
Ž .jj there is a countable subset A of I such that f is differentiable on
I A,
Ž . Ž . Žjjj for all x I A, y I, the inequality 2 or its reerse inequal-
.ity holds.
Ž  . Ž .Proof. It is well known see, e.g., 4 that for a convex concave
Ž . Ž . Žfunction, j , jj are satisfied. By Theorem 1 applied for the point
. Ž .w	 x I A , we get condition jjj .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, if j  jjj hold, then let x, y I and  0, 1 . Choose the
sequence x  I such thatn
x  x n  ,Ž .n
 x  1  y I A ,Ž .n
Ž . Ž .then from jjj i.e., from 2 , we get that
f   x  1  y x   x  1  yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
 f x  f  x  1  y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
f   x  1  y y  x  1  yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
 f y  f  x  1  y .Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Multiplying the first inequality by , the second by 1 , and adding
them, we get
f  x  1  y   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
hence, by n , we obtain the convexity of f.
3. CONDITIONAL INEQUALITIES
FOR DEVIATION MEANS
Let I be an interval. A function F: I I is called a deiation
Ž  .function on I see Daroczy 1 if´
Ž . Ž .i y F x, y is continuous and strictly increasing for all fixed
x I,
Ž . Ž .ii F x, x 	 0 for all x I.
Ž .Denote by D I the set of all deviation functions on I.
NOTE1012
Taking any x , . . . , x  I, the equation1 n
n
F x , y 	 0Ž .Ý i
i	1
has exactly one solution y lying between the minimum and maximum of
the x ’s. This unique solution is called the F-deviation mean of x	i
Ž . Ž .x , . . . , x and is denoted by M x .1 n F
Before stating the conditional comparison theorem for deviation means,
Ž .we need a new class of deviation functions. Denote by C D I the set of all
Ž .deviation functions FD I for which F is continuous on I I and the
Ž . Ž .partial derivative F x, y 	 	F x, y 	 y is also continuous and positivey
Ž .function on I I. For FC D I , define
F x , yŽ .
F* x , y  x , y I .Ž . Ž .
F y , yŽ .y
Ž .THEOREM 4. Let I, I , I be arbitrary interals, let FC D I , G1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .C D I , HC D I , let s, t be fixed interior points of I , I , respectiely;1 2 1 2
further, let l: I  I  I be a continuous function on its domain which is1 2
Ž .differentiable at the point s, t .
The inequality
M l x , y  l M x , M y , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F G H
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . nwhere l x, y 	 l x , y , . . . , l x , y , holds for all x	 x , . . . , x  I ,1 1 n n 1 n 1
Ž . ny	 y , . . . , y  I , n	 2, 3, . . . subject to the constraints1 n 2
M x 	 s, M y 	 t , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .G H
if and only if
	 l s, t 	 l s, tŽ . Ž .
F* l u ,  , l s, t G* u , s H*  , t 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
	 s 	 t
is alid for all u I ,   I .1 2
Ž . Ž .If 14 is satisfied, then equality occurs in 12 if and only if
x , y  S i	 1, 2, . . . , n 15Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .where S is the set of all u,  ’s for which equality holds in 14 .
The statement of the theorem remains alid if the inequality signs are
Ž . Ž .reersed or changed to equality signs both in 12 and in 14 .
NOTE 1013
 Theorem 4 follows from Theorems 2 and 4 of 2 as a special case. For
the sake of completeness, we give here a simple proof. We need the
following lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let I be an interal, let u I , let s be an interior point of I1 1 1
Ž . Ž .with s u, and let GC D I . There exists a sequence s n n such1 n 0
that
lim s 	 s, M x Žn. 	 s,Ž .n G
n
where
x Žn.	 u , s , s , . . . , s  I n .Ž .n n n 1
Proof. Fix the number s and define G byn
G z  n 1 G z , s z I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1
 Choose  such that I  s  , s  
 I , thens,  1
lim inf G z 	, lim sup G z 	 .Ž . Ž .n n
n nzIs, zIs,
Hence, if n n , we have0
inf G z G u , s  sup G z .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
zIs, zIs,
Ž .Thus, by the continuity of G, there exists s  I such that G u, s n s, 
Ž .G s 	 0 orn n
G u , s  n 1 G s , s 	 0, 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž Žn..which implies that M x 	 s.G
 4  4Next, we show that the sequence s converges to s. s is bounded,n n
hence it has at least one cluster point. We show that all cluster points of
this sequence are equal to s. Otherwise, if s  s were a cluster point of0
 4  4s , we could select a subsequence s such that lim s 	 s . Substi-n n k n 0k k
Ž .tuting n	 n in 16 and taking its limit as k , we obtaink
 if s s ,0G u , s 	 lim n  1 G s , s 	Ž . Ž . Ž .k nk ½ if s s ,k 0
which is a contradiction, proving s  s.n
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let I be an interal, let u I , and let GC D I . For a1 1 1
Ž .sequence s  I n , letn 1
x Žn.	 u , s , . . . , s  I n .Ž .n n 1
NOTE1014
If lim s 	 s, thenn n
lim M x Žn. 	 s, lim n M x Žn.  s 	G* u , s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G G n
n n
Ž Žn..Proof. To prove the first limit relation, let S M x . Since S isn G n
between the minimum and the maximum of u, s , it is bounded, hence itn
has at least one cluster point. If it had a cluster point S  s, then we0
could choose a subsequence S converging to S . For this subsequence,n 0k
we have
G u , S  n  1 G s , S 	 0,Ž .Ž . Ž .n k n nk k k
which, by k , would lead to a contradiction. Thus S  s as n .n
To justify the second limit relation, note that
G u , S  n 1 G s , S 	 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž .Subtracting from this n 1 G s , s 	 0 and using the mean valuen n
theorem, we get
G u , S  n 1 G s , 
 S  s 	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y n n n n
where 
 lies between S and s . Hence,n n n
lim n M x Žn.  s 	 lim n S  sŽ . Ž .Ž .G n n n
n n
n G u , sŽ .
	 lim 	G* u , s .Ž .
n 1 G s , 
n Ž .y n n
Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity. Let x Žn. be the vector given by Lemma
1 and let y Žn. be the vector given by Lemma 1 with F, s replaced by H, t,
Žn. Žn. Ž .respectively. Substituting x	 x , y	 y into 12 , we get
M l x Žn. , y Žn.  l s, t  0.Ž .Ž .ŽF
By the differentiability of the function l, we can write this in the form
	 l s, tŽ .
Žn. Žn.M l x , y  l s , t   s  sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .F n n 1 nž /	 s
	 l s, tŽ .
  t  t  0,Ž .2 nž /	 t
NOTE 1015
Ž .where   0 i	 1, 2 as n . Multiplying the last inequality by n andi
Ž .letting n , we obtain 14 by Lemma 1, and Lemma 2.
Ž . Ž .Sufficiency. Let 13 be satisfied and substitute u	 x , s	M x ;i G
Ž . Ž . Ž . 	 y , t	M y i	 1, . . . , n in 14 and add up the inequalities soi H
obtained. Since
n n
G* x , s 	 0, H* y , t 	 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
i	1 i	1
the right-hand side disappears and we get
n
F* l x , y , l s, t  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i
i	1
Ž Ž . Ž ..or, multiplying by F l s, t , l s, t  0, we havey
n n
F l x , y , l s, t  0	 F l x , y , M l x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i F
i	1 i	1
Ž .which implies 12 .
Ž .Remark 3. Theorem 4 remains valid if we replace 13 by the single
constraint
M y 	 tŽ .H
Ž .and require 14 to hold for all u I ,   I , and for all s I .1 2 1
Remark 4. Let K : I  I  I be a given function and let w I be a1 2
Ž .fixed element. Theorem 4 remains valid if we replace 13 by the con-
straints
M x 	 s, M y 	 t , K s, t 	 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .G H
Ž .and require 14 to hold for all u I ,   I , and for those s I , t I ,1 2 1 2
Ž .for which K s, t 	 w holds.
Applying Remarks 3 and 4 in the case when I 	 I 	 I, F	G	H,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l x, y 	  x 1  y, K s, t 	 s 1  t,  0, 1 , we get
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let I be an open interal FC D I , and let t I be a
fixed point. The inequality
M  x 1  y  M x  1  t 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F F
Ž . nholds for all  0, 1 and for all x, y I subject to the constraint
M y 	 t 18Ž . Ž .F
NOTE1016
if and only if
F* u 1   , s 1  t  F* u , s  1  F*  , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
19Ž .
Ž .holds for  0, 1 and for all u,  , s I.
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let I be an open interal FC D I , and let w I be a
fixed point. The inequality
M  x 1  y  w 20Ž . Ž .Ž .F
Ž . nholds for all  0, 1 and for all x, y I subject to the constraint
M x  1  M y 	 w 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F
if and only if
F* u 1   , w  F* u , s  1  F*  , t 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .holds for  0, 1 , for all u,   I and for all those s, t I which satisfy the
Ž .condition s 1  t	 w.
Ž . Ž .Inequalities 19 and 22 express conditionally convex inequalities of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Žtype 5 and 8 , respectively, where the vectors  , t and u 1
. Ž . .  , s 1  t corresponding to the vector w are only ‘‘partially’’
fixed: in the first case the second component t is fixed and in the second
Ž .case s 1  t	 w is fixed. Applying now Theorems 1 and 2 together
with Corollaries 1 and 2, we obtain
Ž .THEOREM 5. Let I be an open interal FC D I , and let t I be a
Ž . Ž . nfixed point. The inequality 17 holds for all  0, 1 and for all x, y I
Ž .subject to the constraint 18 if and only if
F u , s   u  F u , s t s  F*  , t  F* u , s 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x y
holds for all u,  , s I, where F , F denote the partial deriaties of F*x y
with respect to the first and second ariable, respectiely.
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let I be an open interal FC D I , and let w I be a
Ž . Ž . nfixed point. The inequality 20 holds for all  0, 1 and for all x, y I
Ž .subject to the constraint 21 if and only if
 F w , w   w  F w , w t w  F*  , t  F* w , w 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x y
holds for all w,  , t I.
NOTE 1017
Ž . Ž .By Corollary 1 and Theorem 5, the inequality 17 subject to 18 is
Ž . Ž . Ž .equivalent to both 19 and 23 . Inequality 17 contains an arbitrary
Ž Ž . n . Ž .number of variables  0, 1 , x, y I , n	 2, 3 . . . , 19 contains only
Ž Ž . . Ž .four variables  0, 1 , u,  , s I , while 23 contains only three vari-
Ž . Ž .ables u,  , s I . The significance of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 is that
they considerably reduce the number of variables in the inequalities.
However, we have to pay a price for this: the new inequalities with fewer
variables are more complicated.
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